2020 Awards Nominations
2020 has been challenging on many fronts, so we're putting our typical awards program on hold
in favor of celebrating individuals and institutions that supported, adapted, and innovated this
year. Nominations of MMA Members* are encouraged for the following:
Colleague Champion
Nominate an individual who is an MMA member* who lent you a helping hand to deal with
museum-related challenges this year. Examples might include someone who gave you great
advice during a Colleague Chat or helped you with a work stressor in some way. MMA is about
colleagues supporting and helping each other. Share a story of someone who did that for you.
COVID Crusaders
Nominate an individual or institutional MMA member* that helped address the COVID-19 crisis in
their community that was not necessarily related to a museum mission. Examples include
colleagues who sewed and donated masks for community members, museums that donated
PPE to local hospitals, individuals who spent the shutdown volunteering at a food bank, etc.
Museums and museum people have stepped up to serve their local communities during the
pandemic. Let us know how.
Pivot!
Nominate an institutional MMA member* that transitioned during the COVID-19 pandemic to
fulfill their mission in a brand new way. Examples include museums that started new online
programs or exhibits, created take-home kits, or found a new way to serve their audiences and
communities during the shutdown and beyond. Help us celebrate museums that saw opportunity
during a setback.
Nominations can be for yourself, your own institutions, or others. MMA will likely follow up with
you for more information after the nomination process has closed. The form only allows one
nomination per category, per form. If you would like to provide more than one nominee for a
category, please complete the first form and then start a new one.
*Nominees must be MMA members to be eligible. To check if a person or institution is an MMA
member, please email Cjohnston@michiganmuseums.org or lcbrisson@michiganmuseums.org.
* Required

1.

Your Name *

2.

Your email address *

Colleague Champion
Nominate an individual who is an MMA member* who lent you a helping hand to deal
with museum-related challenges this year. Examples might include someone who gave
you great advice during a Colleague Chat or helped you with a work stressor in some
way. MMA is about colleagues supporting and helping each other. Share a story of
someone who did that for you.

Nominating
Categories

COVID Crusaders
Nominate an individual or institutional MMA member* that helped address the COVID19 crisis in their community that was not necessarily related to a museum mission.
Examples include colleagues who sewed and donated masks for community members,
museums that donated PPE to local hospitals, individuals who spent the shutdown
volunteering at a food bank, etc. Museums and museum people have stepped up to
serve their local communities during the pandemic. Let us know how.
Pivot!
Nominate an institutional MMA member* that transitioned during the COVID-19
pandemic to fulfill their mission in a brand new way. Examples include museums that
started new online programs or exhibits, created take-home kits, or found a new way to
serve their audiences and communities during the shutdown and beyond. Help us
celebrate museums that saw opportunity during a setback.

3.

Which award would you like to nominate someone for?
Mark only one oval.
Colleague Champion
COVID Crusader
Pivot!

Colleague
Champion

4.

Skip to question 4
Skip to question 10

Skip to question 16

Colleague Champion
Nominate an individual who is an MMA member* who lent you a helping hand to deal
with museum-related challenges this year. Examples might include someone who gave
you great advice during a Colleague Chat or helped you with a work stressor in some
way. MMA is about colleagues supporting and helping each other. Share a story of
someone who did that for you.

Nominee Name *

5.

Nominee email *

6.

Organization/Museum *

7.

What did this person to do to support you or someone else professionally this year?
*

8.

What else might we want to know about this person?

9.

Photos or supporting materials (optional - up to 5)
Files submitted:

Skip to question 22

COVID
Crusader

COVID Crusaders
Nominate an individual or institutional MMA member* that helped address the COVID-19
crisis in their community that was not necessarily related to a museum mission. Examples
include colleagues who sewed and donated masks for community members, museums
that donated PPE to local hospitals, individuals who spent the shutdown volunteering at a
food bank, etc. Museums and museum people have stepped up to serve their local
communities during the pandemic. Let us know how.

10.

Nominee or Organizational Contact Name *

11.

Nominee or Organizational Contact Email *

12.

Organization/Museum *

13.

What did this person or organization do to help address the COVID-19 crisis in their
community? *

14.

What else might we want to know about this person/organization?

15.

Photos or supporting materials (optional - up to 5)
Files submitted:

Skip to question 22

Pivot!

Pivot!
Nominate an institutional MMA member that transitioned during the COVID-19 pandemic to
fulfill their mission in a brand new way. Examples include museums that started new online
programs or exhibits, created take-home kits, or found a new way to serve their audiences and
communities during the shutdown and beyond. Help us celebrate museums that saw
opportunity during a setback.

16.

Nominee or Organizational Contact Name *

17.

Nominee or Organizational Contact Email *

18.

Organization/Museum *

19.

How did this organization adapt to fulfilling their mission during the COVID
shutdown and beyond? *

20.

What else might we want to know about this organization?

21.

Photos or supporting materials (optional - up to 5)
Files submitted:

Additional Nomination

22.

Would you like to submit another nominations?
The form only allows one nomination per category, per form. If you would like to provide more than one
nominee for a category, please complete the first form and then start a new one.

Mark only one oval.
Yes
No

Thank you!

Skip to question 3
Skip to section 7 (Thank you!)
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